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ABSTRAC T 

A review of the basic theory of Hall effect and Hall effect devices as 

related to transient radiation effects is presented.    The theory predicts 

that any transient effect in the Hall voltage output during gamma irradia- 

tion of the device depends on the type of biasing used.    There is no change 

in Hall voltage output for constant voltage bias,  but the Hall voltage varies 

as a function of   1/n   for constant current bias,   and as a function of   |l/,v/?i| 

for constant power bias where   n   is the number of free electrons/cm    in 

the material.     The transient radiation effects are small and usually within 

the noise level for dose rates up to 10    r/sec.    Some experimental data 

have been obtained using the AFWL 600-kv flash X ray and WSMR 8-Mev 

Linac that support the theory.     Both thin film and crystal devices were 

used.     The thin film devices appear to have a wider range of frequency re- 

sponse and are more radiation resistant. 
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1.      INTRODUCTION 

In 1878,   Hall found that the stream lines of an electric current in a 

metallic conductor were distorted when the conductor was placed in an 

external magnetic field.    This distortion arises from an electric field set 

up at right angles to the current and to the magnetic field.     The effect is 

well known in conductors and semiconductors,  for both steady state and 

low frequencies.    Figure 1 illustrates the polarities of the Hall voltage 

for   I     in the direction of conventional current flow. x 

Figure 1.    Hall voltage direction 

Since the late 1950's,   commercial Hall devices have been available and 

have found important application in the field of instrumentation.    The Hall 

effect itself is important from the standpoint of revealing the mechanisms 

of conduction in semiconductors.     This makes it a valuable tool in radiation 

studies.     When data from the measurement of both Hall effect and conduc- 

tivity are combined,   the concentration and mobility of carriers can be 

determined if the material is cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature.     A Hall 

effect arising from displacement current in dielectrics should also exist. 
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and if it could be detected might offer a new approach in radiation effect 

studies ol dielectrics. 

Some of the applications of Hall devices include the following:    flux 

meters,   compasses,   magnetometers,   clip-on DC ammeters,  galvanometer 

amplifiers.   Hall effect multipliers,  computer elements,  modulators,  AC 

power meters,   electric torque measurements.   Hall effect amplifiers.   Hall 

effect displacement devices.   Hall gyrators,  wave analyzers,  isolators, 

magnetic tapereaders,   microwave power measurement,   resolvers,  var- 

meters,  variable attenuators,   frequency multiplexing,   and DC to AC 

conversion. 

The purpose of this study is to more fully understand the transient 

radiation effects on Hall devices,   with the ultimate goal of improving 

instrumentation in nuclear environments. 

The commercial Hall devices used in this study are the Ohio Semi- 

conductors Halltrons,   and the Beckman thin-film Hallefex voltage genera- 

tors.    These are indium antimonide and indium arsenide devices.    The 

Halltron HS-51 and Hallefex 350 are the InSb devices,  and the Halltron HR-31 

and Hallefex 351 are the InAs devices used.    Also,   some InSb Hall devices 

were made in the University of New Mexico Laboratory with special non- 

inductive leads. 

2.      THEORY OF HALL DEVICES 

a.      Hall effect for metals and impure semiconductors 

The most straightforward derivation of the Hall coefficient is 

obtained by assuming the-charge carriers are all one type and are particles. 

The Hall coefficient (defined by equation (7) below) can be obtained for the 

Lorentz force equation as follows: 

e(E    - ^   xB   ) =   0 y        x        z 

eE    =   ev B y x   z 

E    =   v  B y x   z 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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where 

F    =  force in   y   direction, 
y 

e     =  charge of electron, 

E    =   electric field intensity in the   y   direction, 

v     =  drift velocity of carrier in   x   direction,   and 

B    =  magnetic field in   z   direction. 

The equation for current density,    J    ,   can be written as 

J    =   en v x x 

v    = -S x      en 

(4) 

(5) 

where   n =   the number of electrons. 

Combining equations (5) and (3) we have 

J  B 
E    = -*—^   =    R,J  B 

y        en h    x   z 
(6) 

where   R.    is the Hall coefficient defined as the ratio of   E     to   J  B   .    Then h y x   z 

R 
h      J  B x   z 

_1_ 
en 

m   /coul (7) 

The number of electrons can be computed from equation (7); thus 

B J 
r,  =    -ä_2t 

eE (8) 

The relationships of mobility (^), resistivity (p), and the Hall 

coefficient (Rv) can now be obtained. First we will develop the equations 

for    n    and    ö  ,    the conductivity. 
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J: = ££ 
m        m 

v =   ex E/m 

(9) 

(9a) 

where   a =  acceleration,    F =   force,    m =   mass,    e =   charge of an 

electron,    E =   field intensity,    v =  velocity,   and   T  =   average time between 

collisions.    Then using equation (4) we can get the expression fqr conduc- 

tivity: 

J =   env =   S-02- E =   ö  E 
m 

(10) 

from which 

ö  = 
2 

£_ax (HI 

The equation for mobility can similarly be obtained from 

E m 
(12) 

Next taking the ratio of    p.    to    ö   ,   we obtain   R. 

(13) 
ö       ne 

or 

R    =  -L  -A   .   „p 
"      ne        d 

(14) 

The Hall voltage equation may be obtained from equation (6) and 

is given by 

R^BI 
V, = -a- 

h d 
(15) 
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where 

Hall voltage (volts), 

Hall coefficient 
Vcoul/ 

B    =   magnetic field   /W;ber\   ( 

V   m      / 

I     ■   current (amperes),   and 

d    =   thickness of the material (meters). 

Corrections on the Hall formulas for semiconductors 

For most semiconductors,   equation (7) has to be corrected because 

T    is not the same for all electrons due to lattice scattering and electrons not 

being entirely free electrons.     The correction comes from the statistics in- 

volved,   and is given by     %£   .     The Hall coefficient for   n-type   material is 

E.  «   - 3*      _L 
h 8        ne 

For strongly   p-type   material we have 

R      -    +    2iL      .X 
h 8       pe 

where   p   is the hole concentration. 

A similar expression can be obtained for Hall mobility, 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

C       Hall anyle    (fl) 

The Hall angle is determined by the circular path the electron 

traverses before it is scattered by a collision with an atom. The time 

corresponding to this path is the collision time   T '.     The Hall angle is 
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related to   T •   by 

eB t« 
e = UT» = —■— = iii,B 

m h   z (19) 

For small angles,     6    can be related to the   x   and   y   components of   E   by 

izo) 
E        B  e-c» 
-y = —a  =   e 
E m x 

The size of   9   is a property of the material and   n,   .    The Hall mobility 

is often defined as the Hall angle per unit magnetic field.    In equation form 

it is 

h      B 
a. = szi (21) 

d.      Hall coefficient when both electrons and holes are present 

If the total current is made up of electrons and holes,   then the 

total current density is given by the expression 

J     =  J    + J (22) 1 n p 

The component of current density in the   y   direction is 

J=J      +J      =BeE    (-nu,   2 +  pn   2 ) (23) y        ny py z     x        rn        ^ p 

From equations (7) and (23) the Hall coefficient can be shown to be 

h      8       (^nn+   ^pP) 

Let   b ■  —«   j   then equation (24)  is often seen as 

(24) 
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R        ^        -nh    +  p {25) 

8 (nb +  p) 2 

e.      Relation between Hall voltage   (V  ),   number of carriers   (n) 

and mobility   (p.) 

From the Hall voltage equation and the equation for power we have 

Rv.  BI 
h       d 

P   = I R 

P = I2R =  I2   üit-   =    I2 ^L 
A wd 

where the dimensions are shown in figure 2. 

FK-^-H 

Figure 2.    Hall device dimensions 

Then using the relation   R,   =   HP  ,   we get 

It   =    H  /to = a p^    (E»\* 

n)yz    [Adj \n}        [eldj 

(27) 

(28) 
(•tin)' 
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Equation (27) indicates that to got a high   V.    we would want to use 

a material with large   n   and   p.    Equation (28) gives the relation between 

H,   n   and   V.   . 

f.       Temperature effect on the Hall coefficient 

The Hall coefficient can be written as the ratio of mobility to 

conductivity and therefore will vary as   \i(t)   and   d(t).    The equation is 

h       ö 8 
(29) 

A curve of Hall coefficient versus temperature for the Ohio Semiconductor 

InSb Hall probes is given in figure 3. 

g.     Magnetic field effect on the Hall coefficient 

Experimfentally it has been observed that there is no change in the 

Hall coefficient with magnetic field for   n-type   material. 

3.      PREPARATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF HALL PROBES 

a.      Semiconductor materials used in Hall devices 

There are numerous semiconductor materials suitable for use in 

Hall devices.    However,  the III-V compounds offer the most desirable 

parameters of high mobility combined with high resistivity and consequently 

a large Hall coefficient.    In equation (27) it was shown that the Hall voltage 

is given by 

V.   =  B np^ K 

where   V.   =  Hall voltage,    B =  magnetic field,    p, =  mobility,   p  =   resistivity, 

and   K   is a constant for any given temperature.    Of the III-V compounds, 

InSb and InAs have the highest Hall sensitivity.    Take InSb,   for example,   and 

compare its properties with those of the group IV elements with the three 

valence bonds of indium and the five of antimony to give four bonds.  Electrical 

and optical properties are similar to silicon and germ'aniund.    However,  the 
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-200 -100 
TEMPERATURE 0C 

Figure 3.    Curve of Hall coefficient vs.  temperature 
for Ohio Semiconductor InSb Hall probe 
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magnitudes of important parameters underlying the physical properties of 

the bulk material are different. 

In InSb it is not possible to obtain nonequilibriurn carrier concen- 

trations in bulk material at room temperature by injection,   such as is done 

in junction devices,  because it is necessary that a potential barrier exist. 

Therefore,  it is not possible to make diodes and transistors using InSb at 

room temperature and above.    The room-temperature lifetime of excess 

carriers in InSb is not governed by traps and recombination centers.    Re- 

combination occurs by the Auger effect or radiative processes.    The 
_ o 

recombination time is about 50 x 10       sec at 300oK.    For most III-V 

compounds the radiative recombination rate is high,  while for   Ge   and   Si 

it is low.    This is due to the different band structure. 

The material properties of InSb,  InAs,  Ge,  and   Si   are presented 

in table 1. 

b.      Construction details 

The commercial bulk-type Hall devices usually have their lead 

arrangement such that there is an inductive loop.    That is,  if the magnitude 

of a pulsed magnetic field were to be measured,   there would be an error 

due to the inductive pickup in the leads.    Several Hall devices were made 

using special holders to reduce inductive pickup.    The lead arrangement is 

shown in figure 4. 

The probes were made in the form of rectangular plates of poly- 

crystalline indium antimonide of grade InSb-8n which was obtained from Ohio 

Semiconductor Inc. ,  Columbus,  Ohio.    This material has typical carrier 

concentration   (n)   of 4 x 10        and mobility   (n)   of 65, 000 cm  /volt-sec 
14 at room temperature,   and maximum   n   of 5 x 10      and minimum   \i   of 

300, 000 at 80oK,    The rectangular plates were lapped down to a thickness 

of about 0. 005 inch and then cut to the desired size of approximately 

0. 25 x 0. 5 x 0. 005 inch using an industrial "airbrasive"  sand-blast unit. 

Special attention was paid to contacts in preparation of the probes. 

It was necessary to produce an ohmic contact of the electrode metal with 

10 
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Table   1 

MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

Property InSb{n) InAs(n) Ge(n) Si 

n,   carrier concentration 4x10 
at 300 0K 

at 80oK 1 x 10 

16 

16 

5xl016 2xl015 10 
15 

1.000 2.000 

118.39 94. 87 72.6 

50 x10"3 10-1.000 

0, 005 0.005 1 

p,    .   electron mobility 65.000 23.000 3,500 

(cm /volt-sec) 
at 300oK 

at80oK 100.000 

\i    ,  hole mobility at 3000K 

(cm /volt-sec) 

Atomic weight 

T,  lifetime of excess 
carriers at 300o,K ((i sec) 

p  ,   resistivity (ohm-cm) 

Temperature dependence 
of Hall coefficient (%/0C) -2 -0.06 -0.01 

Rh/ ^/p.   figure, of merit 6 x 103 2 x 103 3 x 103 

o 
Lattice constant (A) 6. 45 

Band gap (ev) 0. 18 
# 

m    .   effective mass of e 
electrons 0.015 0.03 

* 
m    ,   effective mass of holes 0. 18 0. 30 n 

Specific heat over 0-100oC 
range   (cal/gram/0C) 0.0533 0.0663 0.074 

Melting point (0C) 523 942 958 

Unit cell edge (A) 6, 48 

Interaction separation (A) 2. 80 

Density (gm/cm3) 6.96 6.52 5.36 

1. 200 

28.09 

-0. 1 

3 x 10" 

0, 21 

1.430 

2. 83 

11 
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ol 
HALL DEVICE 

^Sl 

JC 
COAXIAL CABLE 

HOLDER 

Figure 4.    Noninductive Hall device holdfer 

the indium antimonide.    For this purpose the Surface of the semiconductor 

was polished with emery powder,   washed,   and etched.     The etching solution 

used was 2 pts.   70% HNO. ,   1  pt.   50% HF,   1  pt.   89% glacial Acetic Acid, 

and 2 pts.   H-0.    The electrodes were then made using indium solder. 

Q.      Frequency response 

The frequency response of the Hall probes due to magnetic field 

changes has not been obtained due to lack of a good pulsed magnetic field 

source.     However,   the frequency response of the Hall device as a function 

of AC bias current has been obtained.    The information from these response 

curves indicates that any changes in the characteristics of the Hall devices 

which are generated in the frequency range beyond the cutoff frequency will 

not be seen.     This cutoff frequency can be related to the radiation pulse 

width by 

f   =  -L 
c        2T 

(30) 

12 
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where 

T =   pulse width 

f    =   cutoff frequency 

A typical frequency response for bulk-type and thin-film devices 

is shown in figures 5 and 6,   respectively.    It appears that,  in general,  the 

thin-film devices have a broader bandwidth than the bulk-type devices.    The 

bulk-type devices have a flat frequency response up to about 150 kc,   and the 

thin-film devices to about 4 Mc.    Beyond these cutoff points the device is 

usable only after careful balance networks are added,   and then only for a 

very narrow bandwidth. 

d.      Compensating for frequencv response 

Figure 7 is a typical curve of the impedance change of a bulk-type 
Hall device as a function of frequency. 

A displacement voltage appears at the Hall voltage terminals due 

to misalignment of leads and to thermal effects.    The circuit of figure 8 may 

be used to compensate for this displacement voltage at low frequencies.    At 

higher frequencies the compensating voltage will not cancel out the dis- 

placement voltage completely.     This is due chiefly to the impedance and 

phase change of the Hall device.    Additional compensation would be required 

because the magnitude and phase of the compensating voltage would have to 

be adjusted for each frequency for it to cancel out properly.    If the bias 

current is DC,   the displacement voltage will appear as a DC component and 

will be blocked by an AC amplifier when measuring a time-varying magnetic 
field. 

The sensitivity of a Hall device is usually given in terms of volts/ 

ampere-kilogauss.     Typical values are; 

Haltron      HS-51 0. IV/k gauss-amp 

Hallefex 335 2V/k gauss-amp 

The Hall voltage sensitivity can be increased by the use of flux 

13 
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90 ISO 500       1,500       SPOO 
FREQUENCY (kilocyclt«) 

Figure 7.    Typical impedance variation 
with frequency of bulk type 
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V 
V 

HALL DEVICE 
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Figure 8.    Compensating network 

16 
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concentrators.    By means of concentrators,   magnetic fields in the area of 
_5 

10      gauss can be measured.    The gain of the concentrator would have to be 

known in order to get the overall sensitivity of the Hall probe. 

4.      THEORETICAL TRANSIENT RADIATION EFFECTS 

a.      Gamma and electron irradiation of Hall device materials 

The effects discussed here apply primarily to InSb,   but much of 

the same phenomena applies to other semiconductor materials.     Thus,   for 

comparing the properties we will include InAs,   Ge,   and Si. 

The effects studied are primarily those caused by gamma radiation, 

although electrons have been used with Linac experiments,   and one test at 

SPRF with a mixed nuclear environment included neutrons. 

Under the heading of TREES (transient radiation effects on electronic 

systems),   there are several effects that may be important,   depending on the 

environment and instrumentation.     These are ionizing effects,   sudden creation 

of permanent defects,   and the sudden rise of temperature.    In many cases 

these effects are small and there is difficulty in separating them from cable 

effects and noise.     While these small effects are unimportant as far as 

transient radiation effects on electronic circuits are concerned,   it is de- 

sirable to understand them and see them clearly enough in experiments so 

that predictions can be made as to their effects in higher dose rate environ- 

ments. 

In discussing the effect of irradiation on the carrier concentration 

of a semiconductor,   it is essential to specify the Fermi level or the carrier 

concentration in the sample used. 

In figure 9,    D   is the donor level associated with impurities,   and 

a   and   d   are impurity levels associated with lattice defects.     The probability 

of an energy level's being occupied by an electron,    A ,   depends on the energy 

as compared to the Fermi level,    cp   . 

The transition of   A   from unity to zero takes place in an energy 

range of a few KT around   rp,   where   K   is Boltzmann's constant and   T   is 

absolute temperature.    It can be seen that adding donor levels   d   below   qp 

17 
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't 
CONDUCTION BAND 

* 

VALENCE BAND 

Figure 9.    Fermi level diagram 

and acceptor levels above   cp   has no effect on the carrier concentration.    But 

adding acceptor levels below   qp    reduces the concentration of conduction 

electrons in   n-type   material,  and adding donor levels above   f   increases 

the concentration.    When an electron crosses from the valence band into the 

conduction band,  it produces a free electron in the conduction band and a 

single hole in the valence band.    The absorption by an impurity can produce 

either an electron in the conduction band or a hole in the valence band. 

A negative charge and a positive charge are formed simultaneously 

when an electron-hole pair is generated.    Then both particles can propagate 

throughout the semiconductor,   while at the same time maintaining charge 

neutrality.    Only one of the two freed charges remains mobile in the case of 

absorption by impurities,   the second being fixed to the ionized impurity atom. 

In such a case,   the electron cannot leave the crystal without the condition of 

charge neutrality being affected unless it is replaced by a new electron 

entering the crystal from the external circuit.    Both cases mentioned result 

in a change of conductivity during irradiation.    Absorption by free carriers 

or the lattice does not form new carriers. 

18 
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The generated electrons or holes will have initially high kinetic 

energies that are soon lost by interaction with the lattice.    When the kinetic 

energy of these particles is large enough,  the probability of interaction with 

the lattice will diminish relative to the probability of collision ionization, 

which frees a further electron-hole pair.    At first,  fast electrons are 

generated in the crystal,   and these in turn ionize further atoms.    If one 

assumes that the energy losses of the electron resulting from the electron 

interacting with the lattice are very small in the high energy region (this 

is because the mass of the nucleus is much larger than the mass of the 

electron,), the fast electrons should lose only a small amount of enprgy 

to the crystal lattice during collisions. 

High energy radiation and particles may also result in lattice 

defects which are formed when atoms are displaced.    If an atom is to under- 

go a displacement,  it must acquire a certain minimum energy,   which in InSb 

is 5. 7 ev.    When this energy is delivered by an electron,  it must have an 

energy of 0. 24 Mev.    Therefore,  gamma rays having energy greater than 

0. 24 Mev may cause permanent damage to an InSb crystal. *   These figures 

are for liquid nitrogen temperatures.    At room temperature almost all defects 

are annealed out immediately. 

The excess electrons and holes temporarily created in a semi- 

conductor by exposure to ionizing radiation enhance the conductivity and 

Hall constant of the media.     The conductivity and Hall constant are a function 

of the majority carriers.    In addition to this current in the volume of the de- 

vice,  there may be an additional current component from surface conduction, 

or conduction to some other elements of an encapsulating or supporting 

structure.    The degree to which these excess carriers affect the operation 

of the device will depend on the function of the device.    An estimate of the 

magnitude of the radiation-generated current can be obtained for a device by 

knowing the geometry and electrical characteristics. 

At normal temperatures the generation and recombination processes 

constantly occur due to the influence of thermal energy.    A state of 

*F.  H.   Eisen and P.   W.  Bickel.  EhyJ.  Rev.   115,   345   (1959) 
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equilibrium is maintained by these processes as determined by Fermi-Dirac 

statistics.    This distribution is independent of the manner in which carriers 

are either generated or recombined. 

The change in carrier density in a semiconductor,    6n ,   can be 

estimated from the known radiation dose rate,  the efficiency of the material 

in producing carriers (, 36 to . 72 ev/pair for InSb),   and the carrier re- 

combination rate for the material.    If the radiation pulse is Short compared 

to carrier lifetime,    1  ,,the total number of excess carriers at the end are 

proportional to the radiation dose.    If the carrier lifetime is much shorter 

than the radiation pulse,   the excess carrier density   (5 n)    at any time during 

the pulse is 

5n=   6n   t (31) 

where   t   is the time duration of the radiation pulse,   and   6n     is obtained 

from the continuity equation as follows: 

Time rate of 
increase of 
conduction 
electrons 

6n^ 

rate of 
generation 
of conduction 
electrons 

S* 

rate of recom- 
bination of 
electrons-ion 
pairs 

R. 

(32) 

A similar equation also applies to holes, 

shown to be 

The excess conductivity can be 

bö-   e(u,    6n+   u,    6p) rn r p     r (33) 

where 

p,    =   electron mobility 

u,     =   hole mobility 
P 

6p =   excess number of holes. 
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Equation (33) reduces to 

5 d  =   6 neu, 

for   n-type material where   n >> p   and   n    >>  p, 

134) 

For steady state,    Rt =   g       and the steady-state concentration 
increment is 

6n=   gtT (35) 

,-9 where   T  =   mean lifetime of the carriers,    T  =   50 x 10~     sec for InSb, 

and thus equation (35) would apply for InSb when calculating the change in 
carrier density. 

For buildup,   we have 

&a-(t^    [l -exp(-^)] (36) 

and for decay,   we have 

i>n =   g T   exp (-M (37) 

where   t   is time in seconds. 

b.      Effects on Hall voltage output 

Since current is related to voltage,   the increase in the number of 

carriers calculated by equation (35) will cause a change in conductivity of the 
material    6 ö    by the following relation 

5 d  =   e 5n p, (38) 

Since current is related to the voltage across the device by the relation 

i =   dV wd/Z (39) 

the change in current through the device will then be 

6i =   6 d  V v/d/Z (40) 
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The change in Hall voltage output,     &V,   ,  may be calculated for three 

different modes of operation,   assuming the conventional Hall voltage 

equation holds under the radiation conditions.    This relationship was shown 

by equation (15) and is repeated for convenience: 

R,. B I 
 n  (41) 

The three cases considered are for the Hall device operated with 

the bias circuit as a 

(1) constant voltage source, 

(2) constant current source, 

(3) constant power source, 

(1)    Constant voltage source 

This circuit arrangement is shown in figure 10. 

HI 
Figure 10.    Constant voltage source bias circuit 

By using the relations for the Hall coefficient and current density in the Hall 

voltage equation,  we get the following results: 

_L (42) 
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where 

and 

where 

Then 

n =  number of conduction electrons 

e =   charge of an electron 

T en u. V 

dw 

I =   en u,   2Ui V r    2        s 

(43) 

^ =  mobility 

V    =   source voltage 

d,  w,   and JL   =  dimensions of sample as shown in figure Z. 

Ru B I 
v. = -b  

h d 
(44) 

V    = B |j, w     v 
h X s (45) 

Equation (45) indicates that for a constant voltage source the 

Hall voltage should remain constant during a radiation pulse,   since   B,   |i,, 

V      and the device's dimensions are not a function of the radiation energy 

absorbed. 

(2)    Constant current source 

The constant current source has a large output impedance 

compared to the Hall device input impedance.    This circuit arrangement 

(figure 11) keeps the current through the device constant. 
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LARGER 
■AAAr- 

— nliQ, 

Figure 11.    Constant current source bias circuit 

Then using equations (41) and (42) we obtain 

v . ai 
b      ned (46) 

Tbe current in tbe Hall voltage equation will be a constant.    Then if   n 

changes by an amount    6n ,  we define a quantity    &V.   ,   the change in Hall 

voltage,  by 

K, 

h »       n +   6n 
(47) 

where   K, =   Sf  . 
1       ed 

so that 

K K 
6 V,   =   * —1 

»      n +   6 n     n 

(3)    Constant power source 

(48) 

If energy is supplied to the Hall device at a constant rate,  we 

obtain the result that Hall voltage is a function of   —^-   in the following 

x 
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manner.    The power equation is 

P =  I" R (49) 

The resistance,    H,   can be expressed in terms of the resistivity and 

dimensions of the device by 

R= 4 
wd 

<50) 

Then 

■csf (51) 

Next,   using equation (50) and the following relations for   R,    and   p    in the 

Hall voltage equation we obtain 

R;   =   (i p ,   and   p 

V,   = > »=a)   B&) 
ne^i 

(52) 

(53) 

K 
V    =    -2- when   K, =  B  /'EMvN 1/2 

^ Xd^ 
(54) 

If   n   changes by an amount   5 n,    the change in Hall voltage,     6 V.   , 

will be given by 

Vh+   6Vh 

K, 

.y n +   6n 
(55) 

so that 

6V, ila_ .^ 
^n +   Tn       v^ 

(56) 

Equations (48) and (56) indicate that the Hall voltage should decrease when 

n-type   material is irradiated by gamma rays. 
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The assumption is made that the number of holes generated 

during a radiation pulse will be equal to or less than the number of electrons. 

If this assumption is not good,  we will have to use the more complicated 

expression for Hall voltage given by combining equations (15) and (24), 

2 ^ 2 -nu,       +   pu. 
_LQ Llß , 

d     8e     (eu,   n +  eu,   p) 
BI    Ja. (57) 

c.      Variation nf the Hall coefficient with change 
of the ratio of elertrnns to holes 

From table 1 it can be seen that the holes are much less mobile 

than electrons for InSb.    When such materials are intrinsic,  the Hall co- 

efficient and resistivity are determined almost entirely by electrons.    Even 

for   p-type   material the Hall coefficient will be negative when there are 

several times more holes than electrons.    From equation (25) we have 

2i 
8 (1  -b c)    ^ 

v (1 + b c)2 
(58) 

i 

where   n. =  intrinsic carrier concentration, 
i 

b =   u.   / u     ,   and rn' "p 

c _   electron concentration 
hole concentration 

Consider now the behavior of   Rh   as   c   varies from infinity to zero,    tlj 

remaining constant.     This equation is plotted in figure 12.    It is an indication 

of how the electrical properties of a semiconductor change as the ratio of 

electrons to holes change as a consequence of a large mobility ratio.    This 

plot is somewhat idealized because    |i    and  b   are themselves functions of   c. 

But it does show that for   n-type material the Hall coefficient   (Rh)   changes 

slowly as a function of   c,   whereas for   p-type   material the change could 

be quite large.    It also indicates that for large radiation doses when the 

change in carrier concentration approaches 10     ,    R^   will have increased 
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about 8 times.    Thus the interpretation of Hall coefficient will not always be 

simple. 

An ionizing radiation which changes the majority carrier concentra- 

tion by a negligibly small amount may enhance the minority carrier concen- 

tration by orders of magnitude, 

d.      Procedure for calculating the transient radiation effects 
on the Hall device when irradiated with gamma rav systems 

(1) Obtain the data on dose and dose rate of irradiating gamma 

beams at the location of the experiment.    These data should be expressed 

in ergs/cm    and ergs/cm  /sec,   and will be designated   I      and   Io/sec. 

(2) Obtain the absorption coefficients   {\i.   )   for InSb.    For a good 

approximation we can use the    (1      for tin,  because tin has approximately the 

same density and atomic weight as indium antimonide.     These values are 

shown in table 2.    The   u.      for tin were obtained from Fundamental Aspects 
a 

of Reactor Shielding. * 

(3) Calculate the total energy absorbed in   ev   by the formula: 

'abs 
cm 

gram 
I ergs 

2 cm 

gram 

device 

IP7 gv 
-19 1.6x10       ergs 

(59) 

(4)    For gamma irradiations almost all of the energy of the incident 

gamma rays is converted into electrons by photoelectric and Compton events. 

In silicon and germanium,   the ionization efficiency appears to be between 3 

and 4   ev   per electron-ion pair.    The energy lost per electron ionized in any 

material can be approximated as 2 to 4 times the ionization potential of the 

material.     These are the figures commonly used in the literature.     This ioni- 

zation potential in solid-state materials is interpreted to be the forbidden 

energy gap,   which is 0. 18 ev for InSb.    The ionizing efficiency for InSb is 

then about 0. 36 to 0. 72 ev per electron-ion pair. 

*H.   Goldstein.   Addison-Wesley,   1959.   p.   237,   tables 5-10 
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Table 2 

ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS FOR InSb 

Mev Mev 

0. 3 .0876 

0.4 .0536 

0.5 .0401 

0. 6 .0346 

0.8 .0294 

1.0 ..0268 

1.5 .0239 

2.0 .0234 

3.0 .0243 

4.0 .0260 

5.0 .0278 

6.0 .0293 

9.0 .0321 

10.0 .0345 

15.0 .0401 

20.0 .0445 

30.0 .0507 

40.0 .0549 

50. 0 .0583 

60.0 .0611 

80.0 .0648 

100.0 .0677 

To obtain the number of carriers produced,   the following formula 

may be used: 

!   =    engrgy abggrbed (ev)  
s        0.36 ev/electron-ion pair 

(60) 

-6 Assuming a square wave radiation pulse of 0. 2 x 10 second 

duration, the rate fg/al of the generation of conduction electrons is 

given by: 

g   =   —S = —S-   x 10      electrons/sec Kt      t 2 ' 
(61) 

From here on the procedure is given by equations (31) through (58). 
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e.     Calculation of change in Hall voltage for constant current operation 

These calculations are based on the following assumption of 

operating conditions of the Hall device and the dose rate. 

Room temperature 

16 5 
N =   4 x 10       electrons/cm    at room temperature 

Average energy   1 Mev 

[1      absorption coefficient =   0. 0268 

Pulse length   10 jisec 

HS-51 Halltron biased at 300 ma DC and mounted at 45° 
to-magnetic field and radiation 

Magnetic field   1 kilogauss 

0, 05 gram InSb/device 

The equation for the change in Hall voltage for constant current operation 

was given by equation (48) as 

5 V, 
K, 

n +   6 n n 

The constant   K      can be determined experimentally for the 

particular experiment by measuring the Hall voltage.    For the above 
-3 

conditions,    V.   =   30 x 10       volt.     This allows one to calculate the constant 

K      from the Hall voltage equation. 

BIR.        K, 
V     = h m _1 

h d n 
(62) 

Then 

K    =   n V    =   1. 2 x 10 
1 n 

15 
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Next,  we want to get   6n   as a function of dose rate.    This will then allow 

one to calculate the vali 

are tabulated in table 3. 

one to calculate the values of   6 V.    as a function of dose rate.    These data n 

Table   3 

PERCENT CHANGE IN HALL VOLTAGE 

AS A FUNCTION OF DOSE RATE 

D r/sec A Vh(%) 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

11 

10 
12 

10 13 

9. 1 x 10 

.01 

9 

50 

90 

99 

8 

From equations (60) and (61) we have 

t* 
a \ gram/ ev/cm /sec     .    2 gram/device 

0.36 ev 
Matron)    (63, 
\      sec      / 

To convert from    r/sec to   ev/cm  /sec,   we use a curve from the Radio- 
logical Health Handbook. * 

5 2 1 r/hour =   6 x 10    Mev/cm  -sec at 1-Mev energy 

*U. S.   Department of Health,   Education and Welfare,   PB121784,   p.   140 
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In terms of   ev/cm /sec   this is equivalent to 

Z. 16 x 10      ev/cm    r  x dose rate in r / sec 

Equation (63) then becomes 

e   =   8.04x10      D electrons/sec st 
(64) 

where 

u, =0. 0268 

2 15 ev/cm  /sec    =   2. 16 x 10 

gyam 
device 

=   dose rate in r/sec 

=   0.05 

Next we make use of equation (35) to get    6n ,   remembering that 

T  =   50x10"     sec.    Equation (35) reads 

so that 

bn=   gtT 

5 ■ 
6n =   4. 02 x 10    D electrons (65) 

From equation (48),   we get   5Vh ,   the change in Hall voltage,   as 

a function of dose rate.     It is 

Kl 5V.   =   L- 
K, 

h      n + S n n 

Inserting the values for K,   n,   and 6 n,   we have 

,14 
6V 12 x 10 

h       4 x 1016 +   4. 02 x 105D 
03 (66) 

The values of    6 V.    given in table 3 were obtained from equation (66).    They 

are somewhat idealized in that recombination rate and    6 p,   the change in 
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hole concentration,  may also be a function of energy absorbed.    It is 

reasonable to assume,   especially for materials not having a direct re- 

combination process,  that the values for percent change in Hall voltage are 

within two orders of magnitude. 

f.       Effects on displacement voltage 

The displacement voltage of a Hall device is a voltage drop due to 

the bias current as explained in section 3d. The transient radiation effect 

will not be calculated.    The resistance is obtained from the formula 

2A_ 
A 

(67) 

where 

p  =   resistivity 

£. =  length of sample 

A =   cross section area 

Then using the relation for the resistivity   p   ,   given by 

nep, (68) 

and assuming the mobility remains constant during irradiation,   the change 

in resistance,     5R,  is obtained as 

5R = A/A JL/A 
(n +   5n)ep,       ne^ 

(69) 

The change in displacement voltage as monitored across the Hall 

voltage leads can then be calculated for constant current bias.    It is 

6V i6R K 
n +   6 n 

K 
n (70) 
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For the condition of constant voltage bias there would be no change in Hall 

voltage, because the voltage drop across the device is constant.    The dis- 

placement voltage transient radiation effects change in the same manner as 

Hall voltage for the same operating conditions. 

5.      EXPERIMENTAL TRANSIENT RADIATION EFFECTS 

a. Experiments using the flash X ray 

The AFWL 600-kv flash X-ray system has a radiation output pulse 

which is approximately a square wave of 0. 2-microsecond duration.    To see 

a radiation effect,  the irradiated device should have a frequency response 

which is flat from DC to 2. 5 megacycles.    The theory predicts that any 

change"inr Hall voltage should follow the shape of the radiation pulse for 

InSb.    Since the bulk-type devices have an upper cutoff frequency of about 

150 kc,   any signal generated due to transient radiation effects would 

probably be lost.    The thin-film device has a much better frequency re- 

sponse,  but no effects were observed above the noise level for constant 

voltage or constant current bias.    The circuits used are similar to that 

used for the Linac experiments described in the next section. 

b. Experiments on the WSMR gamma Linac 

Pulse widths of 10 microseconds were used; thus,   any generated 

transient radiation effects should have been observed on any of the Hall 

devices used. 

The physical arrangement of the Hall device in relation to the 

Linac and magnet are shown in figure 13.    The Hall device is located at 

an angle of 45° to both the magnetic field and the gamma ray beam.    The 

magnetic field strength was about 1.5 kilogauss.    A copper shield enclosed 

the whole system in the radiation room.    This was to reduce RF noise 

pickup.    There was an aluminum foil window in the copper shield for the 

radiation beam to pass through.    The apparatus is shown in figures 14 and 

15. 

The circuit arrangements for observing changes in Hall voltage 

and bias current are shown in figures 16 and 17.    The waveforms were 
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SMIL NICKEL WINDOW 

TUNGSTEN TARGET 

ALUMINUM FOIL WINDOW- 
BOTH SIDES COPPER SHIELD 

LEADS POTTED 

HALL DEVICE AT 45° TO 
MAGNETIC FIELD AND 
RADIATION 

Figure 13.    Physical arrangement for 
Hall voltage in relation to 
the magnetic field and 
radiation beam 
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observed by using Polaroid cameras on the oscilloscopes.    Lead shielding 

was used around the amplifier in the radiation room.    The system was 

capable of measuring changes as low as 10 microvolts,   which is below the 

noise level when the Linac is pulsed.    The gamma dose rate obtained was 
5 6 between 10    and 10    r/sec. 

From the results of the Linac experiments no clear picture of transient 

radiation effects could be observed for Hall voltage change using a constant 
current bias.    The effects due to back-scattered gamma radiation and RF 
pickup in cables and the amplifier were minimized by the use of lead and 

copper shielding.    The liquid nitrogen experiments had similar results. 

Figure 18 is a picture of the electron beam pulse shape in the Linac. 
For comparison,  figure 19 is a picture of the gamma radiation pulse as 

monitored by a pilot B crystal and photodiode, 

6.     CORRELATION OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL DATA 

Since no clear transient radiation effects were observed experimentally 

for dose rates up to 10    r/sec,  the experiments back up the theory for dose 
7 

rates less than 10    r/sec. 

To further prove the theory for semiconductors,  larger dose rat4 

machines will be required. 
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Figure 18.    Linac electron beam pulse as measured 
by the wire loop method 
Amplitude is 0.5 V/cm,   and time base 2 ^ sec/cm 

| 
— —:-^—• 

1 

Figure 19.    Linac gamma radiation pulse as measured 
by pilot B crystal and photodiodes 
Time base is 2 p. sec/cm 
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